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Abstract. Computer modeling of structural defects (CO3-groups, excess Fx atoms, Na atoms, Ca vacancies, OHgroups, fixed H2Ofix molecules) in the crystal lattice of carbonatefluorapatite (CFAP) has been performed with GULP
program using grid-techniques. The translated cell of 3*3*3 elementary cells [Ca252Na9□9] 270[(PO4)140(CO3)15□7] 162
[F36OH16(CO3)1] 54(Fx)9·7H2Ofix with the chemical composition near to the synthesized sample (2.7 wt % CO2, 3.3 wt %
F) has been considered. There were optimizing of about 300 variants of CFAP structure (at even distributions of CO3groups and PO4-vacancies and different distributions of atoms of Fx and Na, Ca vacancies, OH-groups and H2Ofix
molecules), from that 35 variants have been optimized. The web--sites of uagrid.org.ua and grid.inpracom.kiev.ua. were
used for calculations, all calculations were executed in the "GEOPARD" virtual organization. The structural defects of
certain type in the most probable CFAP structure were found to be located approximately evenly, distanced from each
other: H2Ofix molecules - in PO4-vacancies, excess Fx atoms - in О3* vacancies in (CO3)В-groups in the AB cluster,
distanced and nearly of H2Ofix molecules, aside from H2Ofix, ОН- groups in channels – near CO3-groups. The Na (I)
atoms (mainly, near the (CO3Fx)B-clusters, in the direction of О1 and Fx) and Са(II) vacancies (mainly, near the CO3groups with О3* vacancies) are most distanced from each other and the AB cluster. Simulation data suggest the
experimental results: ОН-groups and F atoms are localized in two different structural sites that correspond to data of
NMR 1H and 19F for the synthesized sample.
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1 Introduction
Apatites Са10(РО4)6(F,Cl,ОН)2 exhibit large isomorphic variations in cationic and anionic (in particular, substitutions
by CO32–-ions) sites [1 - 9]. Carbonateapatites, containing ions of F– - and OH–, are widespread in geological rocks,
francolite (carbonateflourapatite (CFAP) with F contain higher stoichiometrical) is characteristic for sedimentary
phosphorus-bearing rocks [1 - 6]. The intensively investigations of carbonate and concomitant substitutions in
fluorapatite Са10(РО4)6F2 (FAP) are explained by the necessary of solving of mineralogical tasks and development of
synthesis technologies of materials of the various applications, including biocompatible, on the basis of FAP [1 - 10].

2 Related works
Numerous researches of natural, biogenic and synthetic carbonateapatites showed that CO32–-ions can substitute for
the F– (OH–)- ions in the structural channels along the [001] axis (А-type substitution) and PO43–-ions (В-type),
following appearance of concomitant structural defects and change of physical and chemical parameters [1 - 6].
Mechanisms of carbonate substitutions in carbonatehydroxylapatite (CHAP) and CFAP in largely analogical [2 - 6].
The F atoms in francolite occupy two structurally different sites, the excess Fx atom lies in the outer wall of the apatite
channel [2, 5, 6]. The fixed water molecules (H2Ofix) stabilize an imperfect structure and localized mainly: near CO3groups in CFAP and in OH vacancies in columns in CHAP [2 - 5].
A computer modeling complements experimental methods to solve of many tasks related to structural properties of
solids [5, 8 - 11]. The apatite structure with different substitutions was computer modeled in some works [5, 8 - 10 etc].
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3 Isomorphism in CFAP structure
The aim of this research was the study of distribution of admixture atoms and groups and concomitant structural defects
in the structure of synthesized CFAP by the computer modeling.

3.1 Methodology of computer modeling
The CFAP structure (2.7 wt % CO2, 3.3 wt % F, the elementary cell parameters: a = 9.3141 Å, c = 6.8991 Å [3]) was
modeled by the semiempiric method, using interatomic potential-based simulation techniques. The interactions of
structure ions were approximated by interatomic potentials using to simulate substitutions in apatites, potentials for the
molecules of H2O, fixed on the HAP surface [9, 10], were used for the H2Ofix molecules in CFAP.
The crystallochemical formula of the synthesized CFAP sample was determined on data of chemical analysis and
NMR [3]. The translated cell of 3*3*3 elementary cells with near chemical composition [Ca252Na9□9]270
[(PO4)140(CO3)15□7]162[F36OH16(CO3)1](Fx)9·7H2Ofix (about 1100 atoms) was considered to model structure. There were
considered approximately even distributions of (CO3)B-groups and PO4 vacancies (□), mostly distanced from each other,
12 possible directions of О-Н-bonds in H2Ofix molecules in □(PO4), 12 distributions of excess Fx atoms of, 9 and 8 - Na
and □Ca in cationic sites of M (I) and M (II), accordingly (at Na(I) /□Ca(II) and □Ca(I) /Na(II)), 9 – О-Н-bonds in
channels and 4 – О-Н-bonds near the (CO3)A-group. The crystallographic coordinates of ions in FAP, ОН-group ions in HAP [7], ions of CO3-groups in CFAP [6] and a few variants of structural sites of excess Fx atoms [5, 6] were used
Structure variants at different distributions of structural defects had been optimized (the ion coordinates, when the
internal energy U was minimum, had been determined) in the GULP program, and the Helmholtz free energy F of the
optimized structure has been determined [8 - 11]. The most probable structure has the min(F).

3.2 Using of grid-techniques for modeling
The GULP module must be compiled as the library added to ChemShell. After compiling of ChemShell with built-in
GULP it can be started by ordinary (theory=gulp).
All calculations were conducted, using grid-infrastructure that accelerated calculations considerably (the
optimization duration of one structure variant on the personal computer is about twenty-four hours). The administrator
got data as files *.gin. Programmatic package of GULP is not parallel, for its use in grid it is necessary to start many
copies and process different structures simultaneously. Administrators divided all files into two cycles are treatment of
these pair and odd names of files (all names of input files are index numbers) to parallel of task. The administrator sent
structures to the separate grid-processor, on that the GULP package copy is started and obtained a file with expansion
*.gout on an exit. This file administrator directed back to the researcher.
The mean time of calculation was 1.38 hours of one task. For realization of calculations the web--sites of
uagrid.org.ua and grid.inpracom.kiev.ua were used. All calculations were executed in the virtual organization
"GEOPARD", organized by Glushkov Institute of Cybernetic of NAS of Ukraine, Semenenko Institute of
Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Ore Formation of NAS of Ukraine and Subbotin Institute of Geophysics of NAS of
Ukraine.

3.3 The distribution of structural defects in CFAP
The optimization of about 300 variants of CFAP structure had been processed, 35 variants have been optimized. The
accuracy of optimization substantially lower (min(Gnorm = ) = min│grad(U)│ = 0,453), than FAP structure optimized
at the ion coordinates [7] and the used potential parameters [9, 10]: Gnorm (FAP) ≈ 3·10-5. Presumably, it is due to
complication of approximation of ion interactions in the structure with generous amount of structural defects. The
Helmholtz free energies (to each elementary cell) of the optimized structures of CFAP (- 438.7 ÷ - 434.0 eV) and FAP
(- 461.8 eV) are one order approximately.
The optimization accuracy of 10 variants of CFAP structure, for that Gnorm ≤ 2, notably higher than others. For a
few these variants the value of F = - 438.7 ÷ - 434.6 eV (to each elementary cell), but the H2Ofix molecules are
substantially distorted: distances |O – H|w = 1.6 - 3 Å, |H – H|w = 3 - 5 Å. The interaction of protons is neglected at such
distances between them. At the same time, the duplicate line due to interaction of closely-spaced protons of H2Ofix
molecules is observed in the 1Н NMR spectrum of the synthesized sample [3]. Therefore the CFAP structure, in which
of structures of H2Ofix molecules are least distorted (distances |O – H|w = 1.15 – 1.56 Å and |H – H|w = 1.96 – 2.33 Å are
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some higher, than in an H2O molecule - 0,958 and 1,58 Å, accordingly), with F = - 434.0 eV and sufficiently low
Gnorm = 0.818 was supposed to be the most probable. Interaction of protons on such distances cans cause a duplicate
line in the 1Н NMR spectrum with the split of ΔH-H = ΔH-Hw·(|H – H|wH2O/|H – H|wCFAP)3 ~ 0.65 – 1.1 mТ, where ΔH-Hw =
2.1 mТ - the duplicate split of the fixed H2O molecules in 1Н NMR spectrum, |H – H|wH2O - the distance between
protons in an H2O molecule [12].
In the optimized CFAP structure there are most displacements of atoms of H and O in H2Ofix molecules and OHgroups– up to 0.7 Å from initial sites (|O - H|hydroxyl = 1.08 Å, at initial coordinates 0.96 Å), displacements of C atoms –
up to 0.3 Å and other ions - does not exceed 0.1 Å from initial sites (in FAP structure). The structural defects of certain
type are located approximately evenly, mostly distanced from each other.

Fig. 1. The typical channel structures in the optimized CFAP structure: the AB cluster (1 channel) (a) and (CO3Fx)B
clusters (of 4 analogical channels) far from the H2Ofix molecules (b) and near the H2Ofix molecules, Fx atom – aside from
H2Ofix (c). The Ca (II) atoms are at z = 1/4 + n/2, where n = 0 - 5. The atoms of Ca (I) and PO4-groups are not shown.

Figure 1 shows the typical structures of channels in the optimized CFAP structure. The H2Ofix molecules occupy the
PO4- vacancies: O atoms – in P sites, OH-bonds are directed to sites of О1 and О2. The excess Fx atoms are in the
О3*vacancies in (CO3)B-groups in the structural АВ cluster (fig. 1, a), distanced and near the H2Ofix molecules (fig. 1, b
and c, accordingly). Hydroxyls in channels are near (CO3)B-groups, protons are directed toward the (CO3)B-group
planes. The Na (I) atoms and Са (II) vacancies are most distanced from each other and located, mainly: the Na (I) atoms
are near the (CO3Fx)B clusters (except the AB cluster), in the direction to О1 and Fx, the Са (II) vacancies are near the
(CO3)B-groups with the О3* vacancies in the same plane with the atoms of O8 and O9.
The obtained data correspond to experimental and literary data. In the optimized CFAP structure of CFAP the atoms
of F and ОН- groups are localized in two different structural sites, in accordance with 1H and 19F NMR data for
synthesized CFAP [3]. By computer modeling data, the F atoms are both in channels and out of channels near (CO3)Bgroups, excess Fx atom localization is varied depending on chemical composition of CFAP [2, 5]. The presence of the
excess Fx atom with large electronegativity relatively not far from an ОН-group (│Fx – H(OH) │= 3.83 Å) must result
in the decrease of electron density on the hydroxyl proton. This cans explain appearance of the second, more highfrequency, component in 1H MAS NMR spectra of the synthesized CFAP samples when excess Fx atoms are uptake in
the structure [3]. The computer modeling of В-type substitutions in HAP was established the O-H-bond directs toward
the (CO3)B-group plane [9].
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4 Conclusion
The distribution of structural defects (CO3-groups, excess Fx atoms, Na atoms, Ca vacancies, OH-groups, fixed H2Ofix
molecules) in synthesized CFAP (2.7 wt % CO2, 3.3 wt % F) was studied by computer modeling in the GULP program,
using grid-techniques. The next CFAP structure is found to be the most probable (structural defects of certain type are
located approximately evenly, most distanced from each other): the H2Ofix molecules are in the PO4 vacancies (O atoms
– in P sites, OH-bonds are directed to sites of О1 and О2, distances |O - H|w = 1.15 – 1.56 Å, |H - H|w = 1.96 – 2.33 Å),
the excess Fx atoms are in the О3* vacancies in (CO3)B-groups in the structural АВ cluster, distanced and near the
H2Ofix molecules, the ОН-groups in channels are near (CO3)B-groups. The Na (I) atoms and Са (II) vacancies are most
distanced from each other and from the AB cluster and mainly located: the Na(I) atoms - near the (CO3Fx)B clusters, in
the direction of О1 and Fx, the Са(II) vacancies – near the (CO3)B-groups with the О3* vacancies. The obtained data
correspond to the results of experimental investigations of synthesized CFAP with different contains of CO2 and F.
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